
Class Three Summer vacation work English Language

   Use  a  dictionary  to  help  you  find  the  meanings  of  the  following  words, then  use
them  in  sentences  of  your  own.
1. protested  2. disease  3. Found  4. attack  5. scared 6o injured  7. muscular   8. spotted 
9. nncomfortable  10. ability  11. protection  12. inforamtion  13. process  14. discovered 
15. cyclone  16. scream  17. gentle  18. argue  19. Erupt  20. Volcano  21. dormant 
22. grumbling  23. snarled  24. delicious  25. pyramid  26. lovely  27. expensive
 28. favourite  29. Muttered  30. Scratchy  31.worried   32. flashing  33. luggage 
34. suitcases  35. journey  36. imaginary  37. crumb  39. vegettarian  40. carnivore  
41. celebrate  42. inventor  43. Silent  44. Gigantic

2) Write  descriptive  paragraphs  on  each  of  the  following  animals. 

 Dragon  Alligator  Hippopotamus

 3) Write  a  dialogue  between you  and  your  friend  discussing  the  places  you  visited  during

the summer   vacations  and  what  you  did  there (at least 20 lines)

 4) Write  a  diary  entry  about  the  last  day  of  school.

 5) Write a descriptive paragraph on your favorite personality.

 6) Write  a  paragraph  each  on  any  two  books  which  you  read  during  the  summer  vacations.

 7) Write  a  letter  to  your  friend  telling  him/her  about  your  plans  for  the  summer  vacations.

 8) Write  a  paragraph  each  on  any  two  movies  which  you  watched  during the  summer

vacations.

 9) Make   a  list  of  6  good  things  about  being  a  giant.  Also  make  a  list  of  6  bad  things.

 10) Complete  the  story.

 My  uncle  is  an  inventor.  One  day  I  was  searching  through  the  attic  of  my   uncle’s house.  I

found  a  very  strange  machine  with  many  buttons,  dials  and  levers…………..

 11) Write  a  paragraph “ My  favorite  childhood  memory”

 12) Write  a  letter  to  your  fiend  tell  him/her  about  video  game  that  you  invented.


